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Abstract: The aim of this research was to investigate how to manage digital consumer relationships (i.e., Customer-centric model) on social media brand community and to influence three-dimensional brand loyalty (i.e., cognitive, affective, and behavioral loyalty). This study depicts how different factors and building blocks of these online brand communities interact and influence brand community participation, and brand loyalty. The results of this research indicated that all these four consumer relationships can enhance brand loyalty by improving brand community participation. The finding will help marketers and brands make marketing plans to improve any kind of unsatisfactory situations. This study is one of the first to investigate how to manage consumer relationships on social media through brand community participation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the advanced competitions, brands are a focus on their value for the purpose of achieving tremendous profits [1] and social media play an important role to increase brand value. Social media have infiltrated and evolved into an essential part of the lives of trillions of individuals who are the users of the internet [2]. In the last decade, the idea of brand communities in social media captures an important area in the research of the electronic market. Specifically, with the recognition and development in social media, the operating social media brand communities have evolved into a huge fashionable and may be indicated as a network of relatives for professional and social engagements now [3]. Social network sites are a device that helps both viral marketing and electronic commerce and allow the process of making relations to a network and around society [4]. Recently, about 90 percent of Asian brand is using social media as a podium of electronic commerce, and 75 percent of these brands have developed policy in social media [5]. In the last decade, the idea of brand communities in social media captures an important area in the research of the electronic market. Specifically, with the recognition and development in social media, the operating SMBCs have evolved into a huge fashionable and may be indicated as a network of relatives for professional and social engagements now [3]. Most of the researchers have observed the social impact of social media brand communities and also concerned in terms of learning about, managing, and promoting, like a [6]. Many researches determine this condition, including the capability of social media brand communities to impact on user’s perception and behaviours such as [7] to briskly distribute knowledge [8], to relate and participate with highly loyal consumers for example [9] and to connect in activities of communities [10]. Social network sites are a device that helps both viral marketing and electronic commerce and allow the process of making relations to a network and around society [4]. Recently, about 90 percent of the Asian brand is using social media as a podium of electronic commerce, and 75 percent of these brands have developed policy in social media [5]. Past studies have shown that the brand community consists of UGC, marketer generated content, its entities (Marketers, consumers, platforms) and the consumer’s relationship (customer-centric model) with these entities [11]. Thus, these consumer relationships with other entities and information comprise are important to the brand community [12]. Despite its importance, limited studies were done in the area of SMBC (Habibi et al. 2014a). the current information of OBC does not fit with the new aspects of SMBC in which the structure of the communities, the social perspective within which users communicate, the way stories and the size, are being told are different from prior types of brand communities. This study makes important
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contributions by filling this void. Companies and brands are focus on one question that is how to build strong brand loyalty through social media. It is the biggest challenge for marketers and organizational professionals and the hottest research topic for researchers. It also creates a high complexity in the concept of operationalization and brand loyalty. While loyalty is directly related to the positive behaviour of the customer towards the brand and users of the product want to share their experience with their friends [13]. Today in the age of advanced technology, the internet is now spreading in the world very fast as compared in the past, due to this the competition among the brands is more severe to survive. In a digitally and globalized connected world of business where various firms and brands are available to consumers, it has become tough for companies and marketers to retain consumers and create loyal consumers. Therefore, brand loyalty is an important issue and a central part of the marketing plan of any company and brand [14, 15]. According to [16], brand community based on social media provide two-way communication, which facilitates brands to receive consumer’s response regarding their expectations of services and products efficiently, allowing customers to respond to, and fulfill/satisfy their needs. Satisfied consumers are not only loyal to a specific brand, but they also continual buyers to the specific brand’s product and are happy to share or promote these products to their relatives. In the recent years, both the growing popularity of social network sites, and the competitors, existence on social media and the cost-cutting pressure, obtained from the financial trouble and consequent need to search economical solutions for company promotion, motivated brands to use social network sites as part of their brand building and marketing activities [17, 18].on the order side, brand loyalty is tough to develop because of increasing competition, it has become one of the important challenges for brand marketers in the last two decade [15]. Moreover, brand loyalty is all human behaviour which is a mixture of three different types of reactions: Cognitive reactions (I think) second is affective reactions (I feel), and third is Behavioural reactions (I do). Brand loyalty three-dimensional method states an also fine-grained method which may be applied to determine the areas of weakness and strength. Unlike prior loyalty studies, we broaden the loyalty perspective, conceptualizing and measuring cognitive loyalty, affective loyalty, and behavioural, elements of loyalty. Many prior researches in consumer behaviour and in marketing have pointed out that the cognitive phase of loyalty mainly contains perceived value including psychological/functional factors and quality [19-21], [22]. This can be described as a consumer’s bond with the brand depend on the gathering of pleasing experiences [23, 24]. This stage of loyalty is distinct from the rest since it includes a customer’s emotional attachment. In this phase, however, customers may also convert to another brand product even if this relation exists [25] for e.g. if the other company offers unexpectedly a lower price [25]. Behavioural loyalty is the third stage in which customers have the aim to re-buy rather than the cognitive or affective loyalty [19] because behavioural loyalty component can expand from each of two cognitive or affective components of loyalty [21, 26]. The internet has huge transformation which generates different significant of brand communities which is different from offline or face to face brand communities. SMBCs have the same features as that of the internet such as a multi-party interaction, geographical restriction, time, etc. [27]. In addition, social media increasing fostered as a new media communication channel-related with the proposition of customers’ participation as an important trigger to create positive brand outcomes [17]. Past studies on brand communities have determined the value of the consumer’s participation in the survival of a brand community [28, 29]. Past brand community participation literature demonstrated that allowing a greater level of customer participation advantages for consumers through better quality, personalize brand knowledge, which enables consumers to have extra power over their brand knowledge and powerfully related relation [30].

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK BASED ON THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

RM is being applied which, without any confusion is being considered as an area of developing interest among the marketers. It is being applied by companies all over the world for creating successful relationships with consumers [31]. In the era of market turbulence and global competition, the need for RM can’t be underestimated. To remain competitive, companies identify the importance of developing and maintaining, retaining relationships with their consumers [32]. When relationship marketing first developed, some scholars considered it as a new fad [33, 34], [35] was a first in describing the term “relationship marketing”. [35] examined relationship marketing (RM) as a strategy to maintain, enhance, and attract consumer relationships. Furthermore, marketing relationships may be copied back to old trade relationships, RM only developed into a separate area of marketing study during the 1990s [36]. At the same time, try to describe RM has multiplied, the aim of achieving conceptual contents remains tricky though [37]. That said, few features of RM are found to be repeating in most definitions involving retention, acquisition, a long-run orientation, a win-win situation and profitability enhancement for all stakeholders of the firm [37]. As part of this progress, RM also appeared as a key study topic within the literature of service marketing [38] and is among the extremely cited topics (Roberts et al. 2014). Since the early 1980s, scholars have projected that RM includes “establishing” [39] and “attracting” [40] relationships while more developing, maintaining, enhancing and retaining relationships. However, RM is not more than just getting the consumers, but it is more how to retain, maintain the existing consumers as much as possible. There are essential elements that supported the strength of RM that can lead to brand loyalty [41]. In relation, brand loyalty mention as a favorable outcome towards a brand additionally to purchasing it repeatedly.
by the consumer. The consumer tends to be loyal since there is RM between them and the firm. Studies have shown that the amount of serving one loyal consumer is five to six times less than the amount of serving and attracting one new consumer.

For marketers and scholars, through RM or developing relationships, to improve customer loyalty has been an essential issue [42]. Although there is a huge list of advantages related to RM, the limit is understood from an empirical perspective about the (indirect or direct) impact on elements of RM on consumer loyalty as vast scholarship in this field has remained conceptual [43]. Many researches on RM have sought to associate the outcome to consumer loyalty [44, 45]. Berry and Parasuraman (1991) stated that the first stage of RM depends on pricing incentives to protect consumer loyalty such as financial bonds. In the same vein, [46] has content that maintaining and developing consumer loyalty based on RM has become essential for business strategy.

A. Social media brand communities

A social media-based brand community is made up of two important concepts, social media and brand community. Social media are defined as platform for online applications, which facilitates user’s interaction with one another, allows them to collaborate and share contents with their own network and brand community is defined as a non-geographic bound, structural social relations among the members of community of that brand who are the consumers of that brand of goods or services [47]. However, marketers and brand ambassadors have faced a new challenge or opportunity to regard brand communities, after all, it provides a new platform for customer/brand connection [48-50]. Social media is the best place for the purpose of development of brand communities. Anyhow in the few past researches conducted on the advantages and the effects of social media brand communities. In previous studies [51] described the customer's relationship with social media brand community elements with a customer-centric model that effect on brand trust. However, the brand community interpretation is an exclusive relationship among the brand to consumers, company to consumer, consumer to product and other customers of the brand [6]. Brand communities on social media are building and managing an online world it is not restricted by geographically nowadays [52]. These brand communities established modern marketing analysis methods, after all, researchers may intake trustworthy knowledge regard customers who are and acquired awareness of different phases of their life on every day such as their demands, requirements, dreams, behaviour, and devouring assumptions [53-57]. On the other side, the evaluation of social networking sites, under whose brolly social media such as a Facebook drop, has to define again the idea of the spread of marketing information due to the developing media climate that they created [58]. Today customers may search other customers who have the same thoughts, beliefs, and goals in this world. This concept goes closely associated with the basic activity of social network sites, in which customers can communicate in real-time conversions. Social media which are also called a social network service, are podiums in which customers can create their private communal system of connections and create affiliation through public profiles or arranging friend’s lists. Social media are based on websites which allow consumers to connect with mobile, share information through the multimedia and personal website. Currently, social media is declared the most superior from 2016 to 2018 in the field of research and get much more preference [59]. The brand community can be defined as a customer’s bring together in an online platform, to search common values, beliefs, thoughts which evolve through the community. Many companies or brands have apparent their online existence through the brand communities in recent year, helping to consumers to understand their aims which related to the brand and also communicate with their consumers in a certain time [60]. According to the [61], integration of brand community is comprised of consumer relationship (brand community elements) with other entities such as a consumer-brand, consumer-marketers, consumer-company, and consumer to other consumers. In order to understand how to maintain and manage a good relationship within a brand and community, a customer-centric model of brand community [6] is applied in this research. This research is going to investigate individual digital customer relationships within SMBC by exploring these four relationships.

B. Brand community participation

In a study conducted by [12], it is observed that Consumer’ participation is very important to the survival of the online brand community and brand community elements (four kinds of consumer relationships), information quality has been shown a positive impact on consumer participation through a perceived flow. Participation is specifically valuable for such brand communities due to favourable outcomes and durability [62]. According to [63] the success of a brand community is mirrored by the different levels of participation by its users. Additionally, successful participation is likely to outcome in more user-generated content on the website, or which would perform on the website as an attraction for first-time viewers to explore this. However, the customer is a maker of a brand community and it is also made for consumers [64] with the active participating they have felt the connection with the brand, community, and other community members [47, 65, 66]. Thus, some researchers, Such as a [67] and [68] supposed that community participation has evolved into essential to be recognized. Furthermore, Members like to participate in the brand community since they may acquire beneficial knowledge [69] create productive connections through interaction with other users participants with a brand community [70-73] and feel honoured via collective acts as a helper to other members [69, 70]. The biggest challenge has faced by brands in social media is to
confirm that a customer participates in their online brand community. Participation is specifically valuable for such brand communities due to favourable outcomes and durability [62]. It also contributes to gain new customers and build a powerful relationship between remaining ones [74] and promote with the compliments of objectives by both its members or brand and also promoting the community [75]. Participation normally directs to taking part in activities. In brand community participation users participates in different activities to share experience, information, or emotions which are associated with mutual interest. Despite this growing popularity and the common agreement on the effect of consumer’s participation to a SMBC, a systematic understanding by brand scholars and managers on how to promote the consumer’s participation remains elusive [12]. To address these issues, the current research proposes a conceptual model that discusses how the customer relationships (customer-centric model) influence each other through the consumer’s participation which leads to brand loyalty.

C. Brand loyalty

Brand loyalty is the central point of attraction for marketer’s practitioners and scholars [76]. Recently, it is an idea that has created much attraction, with many firms seeking to build brand loyalty from their customers [77]. Brand loyalty is “Positive feelings towards the brand and intense dedication to purchase the same product/service repeatedly now and in the future from the same brand, regardless of competitors’ actions” [78]. According to [24], brand loyalty is a feeling like a strongly obligated to repurchase to a favourite product constantly in the future, that in spite of all circumstantial effects and other company’s attractive appeals for converting an action but a particular person re-purchase same product from the same brand. While, brand loyalty has been applied by marketers as a critical powerful tool to present a continual competitive benefit [79, 80]. Additionally, [81] argued that the amount of appealing new consumers has been establishing to be up to 6 times greater than the amount of maintaining old ones. It is further that, loyal consumers are usually less price-conscious [82] or the existence of a loyal consumer base gives the company with important time to answers the competitive deed [83]. According to [84] brand loyalty is thus identified as one of the very important matters in the literature of marketing. Brand loyalty is tough to develop because of increasing competition, it has become one of the important challenges for brand marketers in the last two decades [15]. [85, 86] defined brand loyalty as an obligation of consumers against the brand with the repeat purchase behaviours in the future. Brand loyalty is the power of the company collected additional between the good relationships with customer and name identification [87], which influence to boost earning and greater gain toward challenging brands [88]. In past researches, brand loyalty has been defined with two types: Attitudinal loyalty or behavioural loyalty [89-93]. On the other hand, [94] described a concept of loyalty in which they introduce two elements that influence loyalty such as cognitive or emotional loyalty. Many types of research have focused on distinct levels of loyalty base on nature, although some researchers have attracted on the personal aspects of the method [95]. Using a three-dimensional method, brand loyalty is consequently a mixture of a customer’s feelings and thoughts about a specific brand that is then shown as an action. Along, according to [96] all human behaviour is blended with cognitive, affective, and behavioural reactions. When two-dimensional concepts come together with behavioural loyalty it becomes a three-dimensional approach of brand loyalty [95].
H1: Social media brand community will be positively significant related to brand loyalty.

B. Social Media Brand Community & Brand community participation

[102] describe that marketers have a various alternative for brands within social media. They may use not only paid showing advertising, issue brand-related subject matter in social network sites, participate in social media, but also marketers may grow branded obligation convenience for consumer participation within social network sites. While participation (offering, formation, and consumption), consumers will be capable to understand the brand in the better way, to adopt their projection, and to have a powerful understanding of cost minimizes and customization.

[103-105] have found that if the users come to be psychologically connected to the brand community, they also pretend to behave in terms of their brand community worth’s. Customer participation in the brand community is a sign of their achievement with the brand community and it is an important element for the promotion of aims of the community [106]. Considering the preceding the hypothesis is H2: Social media brand community will be significant to positively affect brand community participation

C. Brand community participation & Brand loyalty

According to [10, 62] participation in the brand community lead to brand loyalty, knowledge of the brand, or WOM. Thus, participation has given favour to enhance the movement to stay within the brand community, to remain certain suggestions about the brand and to better the information about the brand [107]. The user’s participation in a virtual brand community is an important factor to ensure the community’s viability in the long run [108]. Customer participation is to increase satisfaction and loyalty positively in the context of co-creation [109]. [10] supposed that powerful participation in the brand community leads to a long run connection. In the study of [110] has shown that a user’s active participation positively affects directly to brand loyalty. Considering the preceding the hypothesis is H3: Brand community participation will be significant to positively affect brand loyalty

D. Mediating effect of Brand community participation between Social Media Brand Community & Brand loyalty

The results of participation are normally to be considered about loyalty from prior researches, such as [84] declared that participation in essential for the brand community to enhances customers’ loyalty. Customers who are come to be a member of the brand communities in social media favour to be loyal and devoted to the brand and are also open to receiving knowledge about the brand or company [75]. In the study of [111] has investigated the impact of customers’ lurking or posting behaviours in virtual online communities on brand loyalty. Considering the preceding the hypothesis is

H4: Brand community participation will mediate the relationship between social media brand communities and brand loyalty

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

While this present research does have multiple implications, it is also bound to certain limitations. The research will highlight the importance of social media as a tool for the development of brand loyalty. This study applied a cross-sectional research design. This is due to the time constraint to gather data. In future longitudinal studies could enable researchers to create more insight into the dynamic interactions among the brand community elements. Prior literature highlighted various brand loyalty determinants. And another limitation in this study considers only brand loyalty three-dimensional approach as an outcome; it will be more beneficial if this study can also evaluate other outcomes, such as brand evangelism, WOM, etc.
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